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Abstract
In this paper, we study to what extent peer monitoring or more precisely relationship lending
prevails in the German interbank market. In particular, we empirically investigate whether
interbank relationships help banks to smooth liquidity shocks. We find that banks that have a
higher number of bank relationships in the interbank market bid less aggressively in an ECB
auction. However those banks with diversified borrowing structures are also more likely to
participate in the auction. This suggests that while the decision of participating in an auction
is driven by the degree of interbank relationships, bidding behavior is determined by the
diversification of bank liquidity risk.
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Introduction

A key strategy of the G20 for strengthening financial stability is to focus tighter regulatory
requirements on systemically important financial institutions. These intermediaries are
typically considered to be too big or too connected to fail and the recommended regulatory
changes strive at containing the moral hazard resulting from the implicit insurance of
investors. This strategy requires that regulators identify the systemically important financial
institutions. Clearly, one important indicator for the costs that a failure of a financial
institution imposes on the rest of the financial system is the amount of outstanding liabilities
to the rest of the financial sector. This provides a rough measure of the credit risk born by
other financial institutions and thus helps to appraise the potential externality effects of a
failure. Indeed, many of the current recommendations include a measure of claims held
against other financial institutions.1 But this leaves open the question of why the failure of a
large financial institution also imposes costs on its borrowers, particularly those in the
financial system.
The key reason that borrowers in the interbank market can suffer from a failure of their lender
lies in the fact that relationships and private information matter. Rochet and Tirole (1996), for
instance, argue that private information and peer monitoring in interbank markets is important
to implement market discipline. If private information acquired through lending relationship
allows an interbank bank lender to better assess the credit risk of his counterpart, borrowers of
good quality should receive cheaper funding from their interbank relationship lender than
from other banks. This means that a failure of an interbank relationship lender incurs the cost
of the loss of valuable private information and an increase in the funding costs of its
borrowers which might ultimately even lead to their failure. Consequently, if relationship
lending prevails in interbank markets, financial contagion not only affects lenders through
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credit default, but also endangers the stability of borrowers. The question is to what extent
private information and relationship lending in the interbank market really matter.
In this paper, we focus on the connection between the relationship lending externality and
the price paid for liquidity. The observed structure of all borrowing in the interbank market
forms a proxy for the unobservable relationship-lender externalities. Our paper is related to a
number of empirical studies that also investigate the implications of private information and
relationship lending in the interbank market. Cocco, Gomes and Martins (2009) find evidence
for the Portuguese interbank market that weaker banks rely to a larger extent on lending
relationships and pay lower rates for liquidity when borrowing from their relationship lender.
More recently Afonso, Kovner and Schoar (2011) study relationship lending in the federal
funds market. They find that riskier and more opaque borrowers have concentrated lending
relationships. Concentrated borrowers can easily get funds when needed and pay a
significantly lower rate to their relationship lender than they pay when borrowing from other
market participants. Our analysis is different from these studies in that we focus on the
bidding behaviour of banks in the primary market and how their relationships in the interbank
market influence this behaviour.
Theoretical models in a bank-firm context hypothesize that bank monitoring incentives
lead to concentrated corporate borrowing (Holmstrom and Tirole (1997)) or to multiple
banking whenever the benefit of greater diversification dominates the costs of free-riding
(Carletti, Cerasi and Daltung (2007)). If concentrated borrowing leads to lower interbank
borrowing rates2 (which we do not observe in our data), that would be reflected in lower rates
banks are willing to bid for liquidity at the repo-auctions held by the central bank. However,
the borrowing structure is also determined by the financial health of the lender where multiple
banking allows firms to diversify bank liquidity risk (see Detragiache, Garella and Guiso
(2000) and Ongena, Tümer-Alkan, and von Westerhagen (2011)). In that respect,
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diversification incentives would suggest an inverse (positive) relationship between borrowing
concentration and banks’ liquidity needs (the willingness to bid).
We examine the empirical importance of relationship lending in the German interbank
short-term liquidity market. We use quarterly data from 1999 to 2007 of bilateral interbank
credit exposures between all German banks from the credit register data of the Deutsche
Bundesbank to measure interbank relationships. We match these data with the bids placed by
the individual banks in the European Central Bank’s (ECB) weekly repo auctions. Since the
main refinancing operations were held during our sample period as variable rate tenders and
as ‘pay-your-bid’ auctions they reveal individual banks’ willingness to pay for liquidity.
Controlling for bank characteristics, we find that banks with a more concentrated borrowing
structure in the interbank market bid significantly more aggressively in the ECB’s refinancing
operations. In particular, when short in liquidity to fulfil their reserve requirements, banks
with fewer interbank lenders place significantly higher bids in the auctions than banks with a
higher number of interbank lenders. This suggests that concentrated borrowers have to pay a
premium when they require funding from interbank lenders other than their relationship
lender. These findings also show that private information and relationship lending are indeed
important in the interbank market.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe the data, our
empirical strategy and our hypotheses. We investigate the impact of interbank relationships on
the bidding behaviour in auctions and present the estimation results in the third section.
Section 4 concludes.
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Data and Variables

2.1

Data Sources

We employ a unique matched dataset covering the time period from 1999 to 2007. The data
are obtained by matching four major databases provided by the Deutsche Bundesbank
containing information on banks’ bidding behaviour in the primary market, interbank
relationships, as well as balance sheet items and reserve data to control for bank
characteristics and liquidity needs.
We measure banks’ willingness to pay for liquidity by their bids placed in the European
Central Bank’s (ECB) weekly repo auctions (see Craig and Fecht (2007), Fecht, Nyborg and
Rocholl (2011), Nyborg, Bindseil and Strebulaev (2002), Linzert, Nautz and Bindseil (2007)
and Linzert, Nautz and Breitung (2006)). The data on German banks are compiled by the
Deutsche Bundesbank as all monetary operations in the Eurosystem are conducted at the
national level. We include the complete set of bids for all main refinancing operations that are
variable rate tenders held in our sample period.3 The sample of auctions consists of 438 main
refinancing operations with maturities of seven and fourteen days.
The Deutsche Bundesbank’s credit register (MiMik) is the second data source of our
analysis to measure the individual exposures of German banks to financial and non-financial
firms. The credit register contains information on large exposures of 1.5 million Euros
(formerly 3 million DM) and above. German banks are required to report their exposures
exceeding this reporting threshold to the Deutsche Bundesbank on a quarterly basis.4 We are
able to identify both the borrower and the lender with a full counter-party breakdown,
borrower identity, location, industry, legal form and the date of bankruptcy (if applicable).
3
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Moreover, we can distinguish short-term exposures for interbank loans as well as on-balance
sheet and off-balance sheet items. Since we are interested in bilateral bank relationships, we
only include exposures to banks, and investigate at each borrower level in order to observe the
borrowing patterns in the interbank market. We match this dataset of borrower banks and their
relationship structure with bank balance sheet data (BISTA) that include all banks in the
German banking system. In addition to investigating the borrowing patterns, we include
information on financial networks to be able account for systemic importance in terms of both
intermediation and tiering in the interbank market (see Craig and von Peter, 2010).5
Finally, we employ reserve data for all German financial institutions in the industry
available from 2004 to 2007. The data involves each bank’s cumulative reserve holdings on a
daily basis, and the reserve requirement for each maintenance period. After matching credit
register data and bank balance sheet statistics, we match these data with the set of bids
aggregated at bidder level. The final match involves combining the fourth dataset on reserves
with the previously matched unique data.
2.2

Variable Definitions

We first group our variables based on the data sources. All variable definitions and summary
statistics are displayed in Table 1. We further categorize the set of dependent variables as
Pricing; explanatory variables as Relationship and Network measures, Balance Sheet
variables and Liquidity needs (obtained from both auction data and reserve data) to control for
bank characteristics, and Auction characteristics.
2.2.1

Pricing and performance measures

Our major interest is to measure the bidding behaviour, in particular the aggressiveness of
banks in repo auctions. By constructing our variables, we mainly follow the approach by
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Fecht, Nyborg and Rocholl (2011) who explain auction pricing with bank and market
characteristics.
We employ three measures computed using the bidding data. The first two concerns the
pricing pattern. First, we calculate the Overbid (Overpricing) for each bidder by subtracting
the Eonia swap rate from the weighted average bid (paid). The Overbid proxies for the
willingness to pay, whereas the Overpricing is determined by the success of the bidding
strategy as it measures the price paid by bidders benchmarked by the market rate. Our third
measure is also related to the performance in the auction, Award, defined as the received
amount to bid amount at the bank level.
2.2.2

Relationship and Network Measures

We start by borrowing measures from the relationship lending literature to identify interbank
relationships. Several proxies are used in empirical work to distinguish between relationship
lenders and transactional lenders. These are the duration of the relationship between the firm
and the bank, various loan categories, number of creditors as well as the largest financing
share6 (see Boot (2000) and Petersen and Rajan (1994) among others; and Degryse and
Ongena (2008) and Degryse, Kim and Ongena (2009) for reviews). Studies on interbank
relationships consider similar measures as in Furfine (2001) and Cocco, Gomes and Martins
(2009). We measure banks’ concentration of borrowing using the largest share of financing
(using short-term exposures, on-balance sheet and on-and-off-balance sheet exposures
alternatively. We chose to report the estimation results using the latter, MaxShare_all, as our
findings are mainly similar). We compute the share as the largest amount borrowed by bank j
in quarter t relative to the overall amount borrowed by bank j. This measure gives us the
information on the asymmetry in financing and the intensity of the relationship lending. We
further take the four consecutive lags of the largest share to take the average on a rolling
6
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window. This approach enables us to claim a causal relationship and to deal with the
differences in the frequency of data.7
Our alternative measure for lending relationships is the number of lenders in the
interbank market. N_all is defined as the natural log of number of lenders observed in on-andoff-balance sheet exposures, again averaged over four lags. We also estimate our model using
only on-balance sheet short-term exposures, but only report the former for brevity.
We hypothesize that banks that cannot benefit from relationships in interbank lending
will turn to the primary market for their liquidity needs and bid more aggressively compared
to other banks. If we would observe the same mechanism as in bank-firm relationships,
namely that close ties might facilitate monitoring, the degree of intensity of relationships, i.e.
lower N_all or higher MaxShare_all, is expected to lead to lower bid rates.
In addition, we provide other measures of connection to the interbank network than those
of simple measures of immediate links. While the measures described above indicate the
degree of direct connectivity of a bank with other banks, it does not really measure the
connections with the rest of the system through banking intermediaries. With our information
about all of the bilateral exposures of the German interbank network, we can construct the
entire network with all of its connections, both direct and indirect. With that in mind, we
would expect the more connected parts of the network to carry a surcharge. The idea is that
the more connected portion of the network is exposed in ways that their counterparties can not
know. Because of this unknown exposure, loans made to these banks are riskier, given the
same relationship lending. These banks must pay a higher price for the risk.
We gauge the connectedness of the nodes with a variety of measures. The measure
reported here is the betweeness centrality measure. This measure is related to the notion of a
geodesic, which is the shortest path between two banks (or nodes) in a network. The
7
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betweeness centrality of a bank is the number of shortest paths in a network that goes through
the that particular bank. A higher level of betweeness centrality means that the bank is more
centrally located in the network in that it is an essential intermediary between more nodes,
and in this sense is more connected to the network. Other measures of connectedness could
have been reported. We report this measure because it emphasizes a measure that is quite
separate to the notion of links, which we associate with information inherent in relationship
lending, and it has a fairly simple interpretation in terms of intermediation exposure.
2.2.3

Control variables

We control for bank characteristics using balance sheet variables and reserve data. We include
Interbank_borrowing defined as overall interbank borrowing to total assets, Equity ratio and
Size defined as Log of total assets. To account for the liquidity position, we make use of the
daily fulfillment of reserves one day before the auction, normalized by the number of days left
to the end of the maintenance period.
 daily holdingijp


cumulative required reservesijp 
fulfillijp =
days left jp

(1)

where fulfill is measured for bank i, auction j and maintenance period p.
In addition, we control for due, the maturing repo amount of the previous auction divided
by total assets of the bank. Finally, we include announced, defined as the natural logarithm of
the announced amount before the auction, in order to capture the expectations of the
participants.

8
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Results

We explore the impact of interbank relationships on the bidding behavior, pricing and
performance variables respectively. Table 2 reports the fixed effects panel estimation results
explaining Overbid.8 The first, fourth and seventh specifications include the entire time period
from 1999 to 2007. In the first three specifications, we investigate the impact on the largest
share of financing as the relationship measure; in the second set, we employ the number of
lenders. The results are not in line with the relationship lending literature. Having a more
concentrated borrowing structure or a lower number of lenders leads to a higher bid rate on
average. This finding suggests that banks may prefer to diversify the liquidity risk of their
lenders in the interbank market by avoiding concentration. Although monitoring intensity is
expected to be higher with a lower number of lenders, hence closer ties between lenders and
borrowers, the borrower bank bids much more aggressively in an ECB auction due to higher
fixed costs. The betweenness centrality measure is negatively related to the bidding variable;
however, the magnitude is close to zero.
Higher interbank borrowing reduces the willingness to pay as expected. Capitalized and
larger banks, on the other hand, can afford to pay higher rates, hence bid for higher rates too.
The higher the maturing repo amount, the more aggressive the bank would bid in an auction.
Moreover, when short in liquidity to fulfil their reserve requirements, banks with fewer
interbank lenders place significantly higher bids in the auctions than banks with a higher
number of interbank lenders.
Table 3 presents the results explaining Overpricing defined as weighted average rate paid
minus the swap rate. The coefficient for the largest share in interbank borrowing is in line
with the previous finding suggesting that banks end up paying higher interest rates when they
rely on concentrated borrowing. While this result supports the diversification argument, the
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next result is puzzling since banks with a higher number of lenders pay higher rates as well.
We observe the same with the betweenness measure. Concerning the control variables, we
also find it difficult to explain the reversing sign of the coefficient for the balance sheet
variables moving from the first to second specifications. There may be two reasons for this
inconsistency. First, we introduce two new variables in the second, fifth and eighth
specifications, daily fulfilment of reserves and the announced amount to be allotted before the
auction. It is plausible to assume that the results in previous columns were driven by the lack
of these variables measuring the real liquidity position of banks and the overall expectations
of the auction participants. Second, the change might be due to time differences as the latter
columns cover a more recent time period from 2004 to 2007.
We observe the same pattern for the performance variable, Award (see Table 4). This is
not surprising as both Overpricing and Award are determined by a successful bidding strategy
and the auction outcome; hence they are closely linked. In other words, while these measures
also reflect the bidding behaviour, they are the equilibrium values and are affected by several
factors including the ECB’s policy and other participants’ bidding strategies that are
endogeneous. Thus, we believe that Overbid is a better and cleaner measure to identify the
aggressiveness of the bidders related to their liquidity needs.
3.1

Decision to Participate

So far, our methodology did not consider a bank’s decision to participate in an auction or not.
However, it is very likely that this decision is not random and may be determined by certain
bank characteristics including banking groups. Therefore, we would like to correct for a
potential selection bias by estimating a Heckman (1979) selection model. Table 5 presents our
findings for the bidding behaviour.9
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In the first stage, we estimate a probit model for the decision of participating in an
auction. In the second stage, i.e. the selected sample, we explain the bidding behaviour by
including the inverse Mills ratio obtained from the first stage to correct for any selection bias.
We find that interbank relationships do not have a major influence on the decision to
participate. However, we find some evidence that having a higher number of interbank
lenders increases the probability to participate in an auction. This supports the classical
arguments of relationship lending literature where the number is inversely related to the
degree of relationship intensity as well as availability of credit. However, in the second stage,
motives to diversify liquidity risk play a role instead, that we have already observed before.
Larger banks with a higher interbank borrowing and cooperative banks are more likely to
participate in auctions. Liquidity needs also play a role, not different than the influence on the
bidding behaviour. The signs and statistical significance for most of the parameters in the
second stage remain almost unchanged compared to previous section.

4

Conclusion

During the financial crisis, several developments affected institutional structures in the
interbank market. The increase in counterparty risks lead to a substantial rise in secured
interbank lending relative to uncollateralized interbank loans. The ECB decided to reduce the
channel, i.e. the interest rate difference between the two standing facilities. While these
developments presumably reduced the risk of domino effects in the banking sector, their
overall welfare implications are far from being fully understood. For instance, it is still
unclear to what extent these developments weaken market discipline in the interbank market.
In this paper, we try to contribute to a more profound understanding of these issues. In
particular, we study to what extent peer monitoring or more precisely relationship lending
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prevails in the German interbank market. To our knowledge, only a few papers investigated
relationship lending in the interbank market so far. Cocco, Gomes and Martins (2009), for
instance, find that relationships affect banks’ ability to borrow in the interbank market.
We find that banks that have a higher number of bank relationships in the interbank
market are more likely to participate in an ECB auction. However once participated in the
auction, having a more diversified borrowing leads to lower bid rates. This suggests that while
the decision of participating in an auction is driven by the degree of interbank relationships,
bidding behavior is determined by the diversification of bank liquidity risk. We also find that
having a more concentrated borrowing structure increases the willingness to pay.
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Reserve data
Deficit
Balance Sheet variables
All banks
Interbank_borrowing
Equity
Total Assets
Bidder banks
Interbank_borrowing
Equity
Total Assets

Auction data
Number of bidders
overbid
overpricing
due
announced
Relationship variables
All banks
N_interbank
N_all
MaxShare_all
MaxShare
MaxShare_ST
Bidder banks
N_interbank
N_all
MaxShare_all
MaxShare
MaxShare_ST

274,467
274,467
274,468
26,086
26,086
26,086

Interbank borrowing to Total Assets
Equity ratio
Total Assets (mln Euros)

Interbank borrowing to Total Assets
Equity ratio
Total Assets (mln Euros)

10,785
10,946
10,942
10,785
10,930

log number of lenders-for short term loans
log number of lenders
largest share in on-and off BS loans
largest share in on BS loans
largest share in short term loans
51,018

55,628
59,812
59,812
59,812
59,812

log number of lenders-for short term loans
log number of lenders
largest share in on-and off BS loans
largest share in on BS loans
largest share in short term loans

reserves to be fulfilled before the auction (mln Euros)

102,115
101,432
101,432
90,448
54,481

Obs

Definition
Number of bidders
weighted bid rate minus swap rate
weighted paid rate minus swap rate
due amount to Total Assets
Log announced amount before the auction

Table 1 Summary Statistics

0.232
0.046
13300

1.293
-1.076
3864.823

1140.000

1.627
2.745
0.552
0.664
0.543

0.814
1.546
0.690
0.686
0.791

393.057
0.012
-0.380
0.300
12.400

Mean

0.133
0.021
42500.000

124.058
128.279
24600.000

4830.000

1.470
1.591
0.248
0.276
0.252

0.982
1.263
0.240
0.243
0.249

120.194
0.099
1.214
0.630
0.311

Std. Dev.

0.141
0.038
649.3294

0.098
0.041
113.1199

42.10

0.693
1.749
0.375
0.464
0.359

0.000
0.693
0.529
0.524
0.672

325.00
-0.03
-0.03
0.04
12.25

p25

0.204
0.045
1541.354

0.149
0.049
316.4145

174.00

1.253
2.420
0.574
0.703
0.562

0.693
1.386
0.714
0.710
0.879

358.00
-0.01
-0.01
0.16
12.54

p50

0.292
0.052
3859.786

0.226
0.059
1010.091

535.00

2.015
3.277
0.747
0.912
0.741

1.099
2.169
0.888
0.887
1.000

419.00
0.02
0.01
0.35
12.61

p75
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Table 2

Bidding Behaviour

The table reports the fixed effects panel estimation results. The dependent variable is Overbid, defined as
weighted bid rate minus swap rate. All variable definitions are presented in Table 1. Robust standard errors are
in parentheses. ***,**, * significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
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Table 3

Overpricing

The table reports the fixed effects panel estimation results. The dependent variable is Overpricing, defined as
weighted paid rate minus swap rate. All variable definitions are presented in Table 1. Robust standard errors are
in parentheses. ***,**, * significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
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Table 4

Measuring Success of Bidding

The table reports the fixed effects panel estimation results. The dependent variable is Award, defined as the
received amount to bid amount. All variable definitions are presented in Table 1. Robust standard errors are in
parentheses. ***,**, * significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.
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Selection Model

18

The table reports the two-stage estimation results using the Heckman (1979) selection model; the first, fourth and seventh columns report the first-stage probit results for the
probability participating in an auction, the remainder of the columns reports fixed-effects panel estimations explaining Overbid. All variable definitions are presented in Table 1.
Robust standard errors are in parentheses. ***,**, * significant at 1%, 5% and 10%, respectively.

Table 5

